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revelled decorously, but devouringly. Who has not noticed her
funereal propriety, how absolute it is! Prima donna of the
difficult gamut of the affections! by what unexceptionable
gradations she sounds the heavy bass of sympa 104 thy; the
slow chromatic notes of consolation; the still, ascending tones
of admonition, suggestive insinuation, and increasing cheer, --
until she trills away, with inimitable verve, among the high
halfnotes of lively speculation. At weddings she is festal, though
with a pensive moderation, as if remembering the vanity of all
earthly hopes, and the fleeting nature of all earthly joys. In
social scandal, she is the incarnation and the mouth-piece of
modesty attacked, virtue and truth outraged! She is loud, as
such noble qualities naturally are. But a ripe grief, that may
not be controlled, a new-made grave, leaving a gap in some
wounded hearts far wider than it makes...
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Unquestionably, this is the greatest job by any author. It really is simplistic but shocks inside the fi y percent in the
book. I am just pleased to inform you that here is the greatest book i actually have go through within my own
existence and could be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Elva  K em m er-- Elva  K em m er

This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything
using this created e book. Your daily life span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of . Johnson R uther for d-- Pr of . Johnson R uther for d
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